ABSTRACT
Examples of Attributes Available in or Extracted from Various Sources, for a Sample of Classes Food ingredients: W: energy, dietary fiber, solubility in water F: energy per 100g, availability, scientific name, solubility in water D1: species, pounds, cup, kinds, lbs, bowl D2: quality, part, taste, value, portion Q1: nutritional value, health benefits, glycemic index, varieties, calories Q C : gluten free?, safe?, healthy?, vegan?, halal?, fattening?, acidic?, good for skin? Astronomical objects: W: constellation, right ascension, spectral type, rotational velocity, orbital period, mean radius F: category, constellation, age, periapsis, orbital period, mean radius D1: observations, spectrum, planet, spectra, conjunction, transit, temple, surface D2: surface, orbit, bars, history, atmosphere Q1: atmosphere, surface, gravity, diameter, mass, rotation, revolution, moons, radius Q C : bigger than earth?, close to the sun?, circumpolar?, capable of supporting life? Religions: W: fundamentals, texts, deities, sacred sites, schools, people F: founding figures, beliefs, practices, texts, deities, sacred sites D1: teachings, practice, beliefs, religion spread, principles, emergence, doctrines D2: basis, influence, name, truths, symbols, principles, strength, practice, origin, god, defence Q1: basic beliefs, teachings, holy book, practices, rise, branches, spread, sects Q C : monotheistic?, a religion or a way of life?, peaceful?, older than hinduism? Table 1 : Examples of attributes already explicitly encoded in human-compiled knowledge resources (W=Wikipedia; F=Freebase) or extracted by various methods from text. Some of the entries in the table are also listed in (Van Durme et al., 2008 ) (D 1 =from documents , D 2 =from documents (Van Durme et al., 2008) , Q 1 =from queries (Paşca, 2007) , Q C =from conjectural queries (this method)) verify whether -or why -a particular property (demolished?, heated?) applies to a particular instance (tiger stadium, georgia dome). In Table 1 , attributes from conjectural queries are different in scope and style from attributes already encoded in human-compiled knowledge resources or attributes automatically acquired by previous methods. Examples include good for skin? for Food ingredients, capable of supporting life? for Astronomical objects, or peaceful? for Religions. Conjectural attributes cannot be easily captured by, and are therefore complementary to, attributes produced by previous methods, including methods targeting textual fragments in the form "A of I" (e.g., "(seating capacity) A of (millennium stadium) I ") occurring in documents (Tokunaga et al., 2005) or queries .
Extraction of Conjectural Attributes
Intuitions: The extraction of attributes from queries starts from the intuition that, if an attribute A is relevant for a class C, then users are likely to ask for the value of the attribute A, for various instances I of the class C (Paşca, 2007) . The submission of fact-seeking queries such as "what is the (seating capacity) A of (millennium stadium) I ", or the more compact "(seating capacity) A of (millennium stadium) I ", is taken as evidence that seating capacity is a candidate attribute of the instance Millennium Stadium, and transitively a candidate attribute of the class (Stadiums) C to which Millennium Stadium belongs. Attributes extracted from such queries are usually limited to noun phrases.
If an attribute A is relevant for a class C, then users are also likely to ask whether the attribute A does or does not apply to various instances I of the class C. The method introduced here takes advantage of other kinds of queries, namely conjectural, or truth-verification queries. Conjectural queries ask whether something is true or not. In comparison to fact-seeking queries, conjectural queries provide only weak evidence (conjectures) that the fact being asked about is true or not. Nevertheless, conjectural queries such as "is (millennium stadium) I (heated) A " are taken as weak evidence that heated? is a candidate attribute of the instance Millennium Stadium, and transitively as stronger evidence a candidate attribute of the class (Stadiums) C . Intuitively, the evidence supporting the candidate attribute is stronger for the class than it is for the instance. Users are likely to ask whether an attribute does or does not apply to an instance, based on prior knowledge that the attribute already applies to the class. If users submit the query mentioned earlier in this paragraph, it is likely because they are aware that Stadiums may or may not be heated, and would like to check whether a particular instance of Stadiums is. Collectively, queries asking whether an attribute applies to multiple instances of the same class are indirect evidence that the attribute does in fact apply to the class.
In addition to conjectural queries, the method also takes advantage of explanation-seeking queries, as a less frequent but more reliable source of evidence available in queries. Such queries ask for an explanation of why something is true. Queries such as "why is (millennium stadium) I (heated) A " are intuitively more reliable sources of evidence that Millennium Stadium, in particular, and Stadiums, in general, are in fact heated, than queries like "is (millennium stadium) I (heated) A " are. Extraction from Queries: As illustrated in Figure 1 , the proposed method takes as input a set of target classes, each of which is a set of instances; and a set of anonymized queries. Instances may be available as non-disambiguated items, that is, as strings (python) whose meaning is otherwise not available; or as disambiguated items, that is, as pointers to knowledge base entries with a particular, disambiguated meaning (Python (programming language)).
Scope
The method identifies the subset of input queries that are deemed to be conjectural queries. For this purpose, queries are matched against the patterns "<be> I A" and "why <be> I A", where I and A are a possible instance and an attribute. Other simple patterns were employed in previous to extract attributes from text. Queries that match any of the patterns are deemed to be conjectural, but only if the query fragment corresponding to I can be matched to one of the instances of the input target classes. Queries do not need to end in a question mark, in order to be deemed conjectural. Depending on whether instances are non-disambiguated or disambiguated items, the matching from a query fragment to an instance from the input classes consists in either simple string matching; or disambiguation of I in the context of the query. When matching succeeds, the query fragment A is collected as a conjectural attribute for the instance I.
In turn, attributes of a class are aggregated from attributes of individual instances of the class. The relative ranking among attributes of a class promotes attributes extracted from source queries that a) match many instances of the class, and few instances of any other classes; and b) have higher frequency in query logs.
Experimental Setting Textual Data Sources:
The experiments rely on a random sample of around 500 million fullyanonymized Web search queries in English. Each query is available independently from other queries, and is accompanied by its frequency of occurrence in the query logs.
Target Classes: The attributes extracted from queries are evaluated over a set of 40 target classes included in Table 2 . In an effort to reuse experimental setup proposed in previous work, each of the 40 manually-compiled classes introduced in (Paşca, 2007) is mapped into the Wikipedia category that best matches it. For example, the evaluation classes Actor, Mountain, Movie, Religion and TerroristGroup from (Paşca, 2007) Extraction Parameters: A tagger links query fragments to their disambiguated, corresponding Wikipedia instances (i.e., to Wikipedia articles). The tagger is simplified to select the longest instance mentions in case of multiple, overlapping possible mentions. Depending on the sources of textual data available for training, any taggers (Cucerzan, 2007; Ratinov et al., 2011; Pantel et al., 2012) that disambiguate text fragments relative to Wikipedia entries can be employed.
The application of extraction patterns to disambiguated queries identifies matching source queries, which contain a Wikipedia instance and a candidate attribute. There are almost 1 million Table 5 : Accuracy of attributes extracted from conjectural queries, over the set of 40 target classes
Evaluation Results
Attribute Accuracy: A sample of 25 attributes from each target class is manually assigned correctness labels. Following previously introduced methodology, an attribute is marked as vital, if it must be present amongrepresentative attributes of the class; okay, if it provides useful but nonessential information; and wrong, if it is incorrect (Paşca, 2007) . When attributes are not vital, the choice between the labels okay vs. wrong often depends on whether the instances mentioned in source queries have been disambiguated to the correct entries in Wikipedia or not. To compute the precision score over a set of attributes, the correctness labels are converted to numeric values as shown in Table 4 . Precision is the sum of the correctness values of the attributes, divided by the number of attributes. Table 5 summarizes the resulting precision scores over the evaluation set of target classes. The scores vary from one class to another, for example 0.46 for Wine but 0.98 for Programming languages. The average score is 0.84, indicating that attributes extracted from conjectural queries have encouraging levels of accuracy. Table 6 shows examples of attributes extracted for some of the target classes, whereas Table 7 contains examples of source queries from which various attributes are extracted. Attributes extracted from why-prefixed source queries tend to be individually more reliable that attributes from is-prefixed queries. As noted earlier, this is because why-prefixed queries tend to request an explanation for something already known to be true to the questioner, instead of merely asking whether something is true or not.
Error Analysis: Erroneous attributes are extracted mainly due to two reasons. First, the presence of noisy instances in an input target class, illustrated earlier in Table 7 : Examples of source queries from which candidate attributes are extracted for various target classes category-to-category edges from Wikipedia into a category taxonomy (Ponzetto and Strube, 2007; Ponzetto and Navigli, 2009) prior to assembling the target classes from categories. Second, the incorrect disambiguation of instances in queries causes attributes of a different instance with a similar name to be associated with the wrong class. , are marked as W, F and/or P respectively; otherwise, they are marked A. A lack of equivalent nominal attributes is marked as ∅ Relation to Nominal Attributes: Table 8 reviews a sample of conjectural attributes, from the point of view of the availability of equivalent noun-phrase attributes into which conjectural attributes can be mapped. The nominal attributes would correspond to attributes available in human-compiled resources or that may be extracted by previous methods. Out of a sample of 200 conjectural attributes, 72% are manually found to have possible mappings into equivalent nominal attributes, of which 28% fully preserve the meaning (e.g., safe?→safety rating) but 44% only partially approximate the meaning (e.g., bigger than earth?→volume). When possible mappings to nominal attributes exist, whether fully or partially meaning-preserving, 18% (Wikipedia), 22% (Freebase) and 33% are present among the attributes available for instances of the respective classes in Wikipedia, Freebase or among the top 500 attributes returned by the method from (Paşca, 2007) . About 31% of the conjectural attributes in the sample are found to not have a nominal equivalent, and an additional 28% have a possible nominal equivalent that is not present in any of the respective resources. Overall, the analysis suggests that conjectural attributes are not already captured by, and therefore complement, existing or previously extracted attributes.
Relation to Unary Attributes: To our knowledge, (Van Durme et al., 2008) 
Related Work
A variety of methods address the more general task of acquisition of open-domain relations from text, e.g., (Zhu et al., 2009; Carlson et al., 2010; Fader et al., 2011; Lao et al., 2011) . In order to acquire class attributes in particular, a common strategy is to first acquire attributes of instances, then aggregate or propagate (Talukdar and Pereira, 2010) attributes, from instances to the classes to which the instances belong. The identification of relevant instances within queries is related to the task of word sense disambiguation (Ponzetto and Navigli, 2010) .
Data available within Web documents, from which attributes are extracted in previous work, includes unstructured (Tokunaga et al., 2005; , structured (Raju et al., 2008) and semi-structured text (Yoshinaga and Torisawa, 2007) , layout formatting tags (Wong et al., 2008) , itemized lists or tables (Cafarella et al., 2008) . Another source of attributes is data in human-compiled encyclopedia Cui et al., 2009) , including infoboxes and category labels (Suchanek et al., 2007; Nastase and Strube, 2008; ) associated with
Conclusion
Collectively, queries that inquire whether an attribute applies to individual instances or not are evidence that the attribute in question does apply to classes to which the instances belong. The resulting conjectural attributes have encouraging accuracy, and complement attributes available in manually-compiled resources or automatically extracted with previous methods. Current work investigates the role of repositories of class labels (heated stadiums) extracted from text for various instances (Millennium Stadium), as an additional source of evidence towards extracting class attributes (heated?); and the acquisition of (mostly binary) values of conjectural attributes for individual instances.
